BROTHER JONES CAN NEVER RESIST PLAYING HIS FAVORITE SONG FROM HIGH SCHOOL AT LEAST ONCE DURING EVERY STAKE DANCE.

Val Chadwick Bagley

Will the next Church dance be held on top of a mountain?

Yes

No

A Question of Ownership

What belongs to you but is used more often by others?

To solve, first unscramble the mixed-up letters and write them in the spaces beneath each word. Copy all the letters inside circles and triangles to the bottom, then unscramble each set to find the answer.

1. L K E

2. Y A T P R

3. H C C U O

4. D I N M

Unscramble here:

WHAT IS THE VALUE OF \( \heartsuit \)?

Solve before Sampling

Your sneaky math teacher brought treats for the whole class on Valentine’s Day... but with a catch! You first must answer the riddle before delving into the sugary goodness.

Should You Go to the Next Church Dance?

Are you 14 or older?

Are you 14 or older?

Which of the following best describes your dancing skill level?

I have the coordination of a three-legged wildebeest tumbling down a mountain.

I step on my dance partner’s feet several times during a slow song.

I don’t dance. I’m a professional back-wall-leaner.

I don’t dance. I’m a professional back-wall-leaner.

I do alright. I mostly just blend in.

My moves are legendary, heroic, and epic!

Nothing cures dancing insecurity faster than having your toes stepped on.

Excellent! There’s no risk of bodily harm.
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You clearly have the talent to become an international superspy some day.

Attend, and further sharpen your skills at blending in.
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